
There is a guy in my gym, who also uses SARMS like I do, and yesterday we had a debate. I am using
currently the Cardarine GW, Ostarine MK-2866, and LGD-4033. This guy basically uses the same, but
instead of the LGD he uses some "Super LGD" from a company called primeval. I searched around, but.
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Super LGD - forums. rxmuscle

John E Watkins Jr. Primeval Labs WHEY. 12/07/2023. Primeval Labs products contain the very best
ingredients and are designed for your hardest workouts. Pre Workouts, EAA & BCAA Powder, Weight
Loss Support & so much more. Enjoy one of the best tasting and effectively dosed supplement brands in
the industry. Go Wild in the Gym with Primeval Labs!



Few questions regarding lgd-4033 | iSARMS Forums

We are looking for 5 loggers for each product that can start logging the products July 6th, 2015. Thank
you AM for the continued support.



Primeval Super LGD log - AnabolicMinds

First off, I love the site. Full of good information and very helpful. I have a few concerns about an 8
week lgd-4033 (stand alone) run i'm planning. First off the product i chose was primeval labs super lgd
which happens to be in capsule form. It wasnt until after i ordered that I found.



Super LGD (4033) / Ligandrol - AnabolicMinds

Has anyone tried Primeval Labs Super LGD? Wondering if it is legit or not. This thread is archived New
comments cannot be posted and votes cannot be cast 5 39 39 comments Best hatBro • 8 yr. ago • Edited
8 yr. ago Not familiar with Primeval but this is my list for LGD so far: Blackstone: NOPE NOPE NOPE
STAY AWAY



Primeval Labs Super LGD Supplement. Bodybuilding Muscle Nutrition .

I decided on LGD 4033 for my first ever cycle. I got Primeval Super LGD on Amazon along with Iron
Labs Cycle Support and PCT Extreme. Any feed back on cycle support and PCT would be greatly
appreciated. Are the Iron Labs products sufficient? I have read up on cycle support and PCT but can't
find anything that seemed specific for LGD.



The best LGD-4033 on the market. : r/PEDs - Reddit

180480 90 Capsules Serving Size: 1 Capsule LGD-4033 5mg AMPLIFY STRENGTH AND MUSCLE
MASS WITH SUPER LGD Super LGD Benefits



Anybody have any experiences with Primeval labs Super LGD?

Day 1 Took on capsule immediately following breakfast with my multi vitamin. Weight 182 (very
minimal abs; just the top 1/3 are somewhat visible. But very hard to see. Strength 3 sets of 5 reps
weights Squats-312 lbs Flat Bench-187 lbs Deadlift-312 lbs Chin ups- 2 sets of 9 1 set of 6.



Primeval Super LGD PCT - AnabolicMinds

Anybody have any experiences with Primeval labs Super LGD? Hey guys, I was just curious if any of
you guys have used primeval labs SUPER LGD and completed a cycle of it. I've heard of some
capsulated SARMS being pro-hormones or something else so I was just curious. How were the gains
and any PH symptoms like gyno or acne? Thanks



LGD-4033 is amazing for the pump/endurance/increased appetite . - Reddit

Hey Guy's Been lurking here for awhile finally got the courage to join the forum lol. I think I'm late to
the party with SARM's just bought some Primeval Labs Super LGD, 90 Caps and Blackstone Labs
OSTAPURE, 90 Caps. I've never used these or Steroids before a little worried if they will shut down my
own test? will I have to go on PCT? right now I'm taking Species Testolyze Any help would be .



Primeval Labs Super LGD Bottle - 90 Capsules for sale online | eBay

Primeval Labs Super LGD Supplement. Bodybuilding Muscle Nutrition Protein. 4. 5 out of 5 stars 2
product ratings Expand: Ratings. 4. 5 average based on 2 product ratings. 5. 1 users rated this 5 out of 5
stars 1. 4. . Primeval Labs Bodybuilding Dietary Sports Supplements.



Amazon: Customer reviews: Primeval Labs EAA Max | Pre or Post .

#1 Hey guys, I picked up two bottles of Super LGD by Primeval Labs recently (90 caps at 5mg each). I
am looking for some suggestions/tips for my cycle. I am planning on running at least 8 weeks.
Something like, 5, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 5 Possibly kicking it to 15mg depending on how it's going.



Help with my First Primeval Labs Super LGD, and Blackstone Labs .

#1 Good morning Dylan, I've read some disturbing posts about people claiming primeval labs SARMs
are fake and actually just pro hormones. I am currently taking the super LGD and super cardarine from
them with mild results. How do you know for sure these aren't real SARMs?



Primeval Labs | Pre Workout, EAA BCAA Powder & Weight Loss

i took primeval labs super lgd. i'm pretty sure it was lgd. and what is so hard to believe about having
acne, anxiety & insomnia? lgd is known to cause suppression @ just 1mg a day used in the studies. what
i took was 10x the amount for 2x the duration. of course side effects are going to arise.



Primeval Labs | News, Reviews, & Prices at PricePlow

Like blackstone/olympus UK/primeval labs, etc? Reply free_the_robots • Additional comment actions.
Am starting a super lgd by primeval labs cycle tomorrow. Will report back. I've searched the internet for
hours looking for reviews of super lgd and from what I've read it's legit. Reply .



Has anyone tried Primeval Labs Super LGD? : r/PEDs - Reddit

Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Primeval Labs EAA Max | Pre or Post Workout
Muscle Recovery | BCAAs, EAAs, Electrolytes | Supports Hydration & Performance | Keto Friendly |
30 Servings (Cherry Lemonade) at Amazon. Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Super LGD vs LGD | Evolutionary Steroids Research Forums

Primeval Labs Ape Sh*t MAX is a 400 milligram caffeinated pre-workout monster that goes big on



everything - energy, pumps, focus, and strength! Ape Sh*t MAX Pre-Workout was created. Primeval
Labs Ape Sh*t MAX Pump is going all-in on stim-free pumps, focus, and strength, fronted with
Nitrosigine.

Primeval fake SARMs | iSARMS Forums

Primeval Labs Super LGD Bottle - 90 Capsules. 4. 3 out of 5 stars 7 product ratings Expand: Ratings. 4.
3 average based on 7 product ratings. 5. . item 1 Primeval Labs Apesh*t Test Booster-Muscle Growth-
Strength-Endurance-120 Capsules Primeval Labs Apesh*t Test Booster-Muscle Growth-Strength-
Endurance-120 Capsules. $32. 89. Free shipping.



Looking for advice for my first cycle | steroidology

Just wanted to find out if primeval labs super lgd is good. thanks. Premium Explore Gaming. Valheim
Genshin Impact Minecraft Pokimane Halo Infinite Call of Duty: Warzone Path of Exile Hollow Knight:
Silksong Escape from Tarkov Watch Dogs: Legion. Sports.



Primeval Labs super lgd good? : r/PEDs - Reddit

Hi everyone, love the website/forums. Lots of good info and logs. I have a question regarding the
Priveval labs Super LGD. I have gone through several of the logs for the product, and want to get some
advice for the pct. It seems there is significant suppression, and I have seen some great.
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